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more territory for himself, he adopted the suggestion of a
retired Danish diplomatist, Count Lynar, and proposed a three-
handed partition of Poland. The idea was accepted, and after
necessarily complicated negotiations among the three Courts
Poland, by Treaty of July 25, 1772, was sacrificed to secure
Russo-Austro-Prussian peace, or, more specifically, to ensure
that Frederick should keep Silesia. Catherine obtained 42,000
square miles (" White Russia "); Maria Theresa and Joseph II
obtained 27,000 square miles (Galicia); Frederick 13,000
square miles (West Prussia). This left a truncated Poland of
200,000 square miles. Actually Catherine lost; for she had
formerly controlled a large and potentially powerful Poland,
a * buffer state/ or, as she called it, * doormat' to the west;
now she had Prussia and Austria almost on her doorstep. The
First Partition of 1772 made practically certain the Second
Partition of 1792, for Vappetit went en mangeant; and the
Second made certain the Third Partition of 1795 and the
extinction of the Polish State. With the final partition of Poland
the frontiers of Prussia, Russia, and Austria met together. On
that flat and open Polish terrain the state which can only
mobilize its forces slowly is at a disadvantage in any war.
Russia, by reason of her vast extent, was bound always to be
slower at mobilizing than were Austria or Prussia. Catherine's
policy of magnificence and the Partitions of Poland presented
Russia with her most difficult military problem, as well as
with a constant source of political weakness in the chronic
unrest among the Poles.
Freed t>y the Partition of 1772 from the prospect of an
Austrian war, Catherine was able to finish off the Turkish war
in a fairly satisfactory way and to conclude the Treaty of
Kutchuk Kainardji, July 10, 1774. By this Catherine obtained
Azov and practical control of the Crimea, and advanced her
standards to the Dnieper.
After this * Byzantinism/ or the * Oriental system/ cast a
spell upon the great Empress. Mirabeau wrote that it was her
" ruling passion," and that it equally fascinated Joseph II,1
1 Mirabeau, Secret History of the Court of Prussia, voL i, p. xvL

